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Latin American, North American
and Inter-American Studies in
Germany

Peter Birle

 

Introduction

1 This article deals with the development of research and teaching on the Americas in

Germany  since  the  beginning  of  the  20th century.  A  remark  on  the  terms  used  in

Germany  seems  necessary:  The  German  terms  Amerikanistik and  Amerikastudien

(American Studies) are used to refer to the United States and Canada. The university

discipline Amerikanistik sees itself as a philology dealing with the language and culture

of the United States of America. American Studies, on the other hand, also deals with

the history, politics, society and culture of the United States (and to a lesser extent

Canada)  from  an  interdisciplinary  perspective.  Approaches  relating  to  the  entire

American continent are referred to as Inter-American Studies. They exist as a subject of

study only at one German university (Bielefeld). However, since the beginning of the

21st century, an examination of the Americas that goes beyond traditional geographical

divisions  in  research  and  teaching  has  also  taken  place  within  the  framework  of

Transregional  Studies,  Global  History and Atlantic  Studies,  which,  however,  are not

limited to a preoccupation with the Americas.

2 The article first describes the state of research on Latin American Studies, American

Studies, and Inter-American Studies in Germany. On this basis, I will outline central

lines of development in the three areas, referring also to important institutes, research

institutions, journals and professional associations. 
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The state of research

3 The first comprehensive account of German research on Latin American was published

in 1992: the Handbook of German-Language Latin American Studies1 contains contributions

on  27  subject  areas.  In  1993,  a  compendium  was  published  with  information  on

institutions, scholars and experts dealing with Latin America in Germany, Austria and

Switzerland.2 In 2012,  the Ibero-American Institute in Berlin published a study that

considered  developments  in  14  disciplines  in  the  humanities  and  social  sciences.3

Recent  contributions  discuss  developments  in  the  social  sciences,  Latin  American

studies during the Cold War, and the activities of the German Latin America Research

Association (ADLAF), which has existed since the late 1960s.4

4 The development of  American Studies has been the subject  of  a  number of  journal

articles. They discuss for example the development of the field in the first half of the

20th century, the reconstruction of American studies at German universities after 1945,

trends at the beginning of the 21st century, and the state of Canadian Studies.5

5 There  have  been  only  a  few  surveys  of  the  field  of  Inter-American  Studies.  One

exception is the essay by Piszarz-Ramírez. In addition, there are contributions that deal

with Inter-American Studies in programmatic terms, focusing in particular on its basic

framework and objectives  as  well  as  on  the  linkages  between different  spatial  and

disciplinary perspectives.6 

6 The future of Area Studies as well as the topics of Regional Studies and Transregional

Studies have received considerable attention from German researchers since the late

1990s.  The  Routledge  Handbook  on  Transregional  Studies,  edited  by  cultural  historian

Matthias Middell, who teaches at the University of Leipzig, offers a current stocktaking

from numerous perspectives.7

 

Latin American Studies

7 From the beginning of the 20th century, foreign trade generated a need for information,

giving  impetus  to  scientific  research  on  foreign  countries.  Above  all,  there  was  an

interest in studying the possible markets for the sale of German industry. Among the

first  historical  works  devoted  to  Latin  American  countries  were  investigations  of

German  colonies,  colonial  history,  and  German  emigration.  Comprehensive  literary

research on Latin America has only taken place since the 1960s, with the boom in Latin

American literature playing a strong role. Since the 1960s, impulses for social science

research  on  Latin  America  have  come  from  the  institutionalization  of  a  national

development policy and the activities of the political foundations. Nevertheless, unlike

research  on  the  United  States  (see  above),  there  have  never  been  any  political

guidelines or planning on the part of governments for research on Latin America. The

political  system of  the  Federal  Republic  of  Germany ensured that  decisions  on  the

establishment  of  chairs  and  study  programs  were  generally  not  made  by  national

institutions, but at the decentralized level, even though today the Federal Ministry of

Education and Research (BMBF) can provide important stimuli for research by setting

up funding lines.

8 Research on Latin America in the fields of economics, social sciences and humanities

takes place at more than 50 locations. About 80% of the scientific positions are in the
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university  sector,  20%  at  non-university  research  institutions.  Research  on  Latin

America is only weakly institutionalized in most fields.  Only about a quarter of the

more than 150 university chairs have an explicit mention of Latin America in their job

profiles.8 The  main  teaching  and  research  centers  include the  Institute  for  Latin

American Studies at Freie Universität Berlin, the Ibero-American Institute in Berlin,

and the GIGA Institute for Latin American Studies in Hamburg. Two large collaborative

projects funded by the BMBF, each involving several German universities and research

institutions in addition to Latin American partners, are currently playing an important

role  in  research  on  and  networking  with  Latin  America:  the  Maria  Sibylla  Merian

Centre  Conviviality-Inequality  in  Latin  America,  and  the  Maria  Sibylla  Merian

International Centre for Advanced Studies in the Humanities and Social Sciences. The

most  important  scientific  journals  published  in  Germany  with  reference to  Latin

America are Anuario de Historia de América Latina, Iberoamericana. América Latina – España

–  Portugal,  Journal  of  Politics  in  Latin  America,  Indiana,  and  Revista  Internacional  de

Lingüística Iberoamericana.

9 In  addition  to  ADLAF,  the  German  Hispanic  Association,  the  German  Lusitanian

Association, and the German Romance Studies Association also represent the interests

of scientists concerned with Latin America. In the professional associations of some

other disciplines, there are regional groups that deal specifically with Latin America,

for example in the fields of geography, Mesoamerican studies and sociology.

 

Teaching and research on the U.S. and Canada

10 The scholarly study of the United States in Germany received important impulses from

the rise of the U.S. as a world power toward the end of the 19th century. Nonetheless,

after the end of World War I, the idea that there was too little knowledge of the United

States in Germany became widespread. This led to an upswing in American Studies in

the  years  of  the  Weimar  Republic,  the  purpose  of  which  was  to  gain  a  better

understanding of U.S. culture, society and politics in order to better assess the U.S. as

an international actor. The institutionalization of American Studies was limited to a

few cities. In addition to Berlin, these included the universities in Göttingen, Hamburg,

and Leipzig. After 1933, the extent of engagement with the United States at German

universities remained constant. Only after the beginning of World War II, there was an

ideologically,  economically,  and  politically  dominated  expansion  of  university

engagement with the United States.9

11 After  World  War  II,  political  directives  influenced  the  reestablishment  and

institutionalization of North American studies in West Germany. The American High

Commission to Germany (HICOG) viewed the institutionalization of American Studies at

German universities as an important component of its efforts to re-educate the German

population after the experience of National Socialism. Like Political Science, American

Studies was to play a function as a "democratization science". The reestablishment of

American Studies took place with the involvement of a number of emigrants returning

from the USA. Nevertheless, there was a relatively high degree of personal continuity

among the teaching staff at German universities, especially in the study of American

literature. As early as 1949, in Munich the America Institute arose, which became the

largest  institute  of  its  kind  in  Germany.  In  the  1960s  and  1970s,  a  growing

institutionalization of American Studies at German universities took place.10
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12 Today, it is possible to study subjects that deal explicitly with the U.S. (and to a much

lesser  extent  Canada)  at  just  about  any  German  university.  In  addition  to

interdisciplinary  programs  in  American  Studies,  many  universities  offer  programs

focused  on  literature  and  language,  often  in  a  combination  of  English  /  American

Language Studies.  The John F.  Kennedy Institute  for  North American Studies  at  FU

Berlin and the Department of English and American Studies at University of Frankfurt

am  Main  developed  into  important  centers  of  teaching  and  research.  The  most

important professional association of North Americanists is the German Association for

American  Studies,  founded  in  1953.  The  association  also  publishes  the  journal

Amerikastudien/American Studies and the monograph series American Studies.

13 For a long time, the study of Canada at German universities played only a marginal role.

After the end of World War II, in West Germany, priority was given to the United States,

in  East  Germany  to  the  Soviet  Union.  Teaching  and  research  activities  on  Canada

started in the 1950s at the University of Marburg, later joined by Cologne and Kiel. Not

least because of Canada's intensive cultural diplomacy, since the 1970s institutes for

Canadian studies were established at  more and more West German universities,  for

example  in  Augsburg,  Bremen,  and  Trier.  In  1979,  a  professional  association  was

founded, the Association for Canadian Studies in German-Speaking Countries (GKS). Its

interdisciplinary annual conferences are almost always held in the southern German

town of Grainau, which over time has also become a center of international Canadian

studies. Since 1981, the GKS publishes the interdisciplinary Journal of Canadian Studies

and a book series of contributions to Canadian Studies.11

 

Inter-American Studies

14 The study of the inter-American system, inter-American relations, and the role of the

United States in Latin America has always been an important part of Latin American

studies.  However,  with the  end of  the  Cold  War,  accelerated globalization,  and the

emergence of new discussions about the role of area studies, regional studies, global

history,  entangled  histories,  Atlantic  relations,  and  other  considerations  in  the

humanities  and  social  sciences  that  go  beyond  traditional  geographical  reference

spaces,  there have also been institutional  realignments in the field of  research and

teaching. With the founding of the Center for InterAmerican Studies (CIAS) in 2011,

Bielefeld  University  institutionalized  an  interdisciplinary  examination  of  the  entire

American continent in research and teaching. In a programmatic essay, Olaf Kaltmeier

described the central motives for the establishment of the new program. The starting

point is the criticism of territorial concepts of space and of a consideration of the USA

and  Latin  America  as  separate  units  of  analysis,  because  this  would  ignore  inter-

American entanglements.  In contrast,  new spatial  categories are necessary.  Only by

analyzing the relationships between global processes and area-based knowledge would

new perspectives on globalized societies, nations and cultures be possible. The concept

of spaces of entanglement plays a central role in this context. It is meant to capture

transfers  between  regions,  regional  intrinsic  logics,  but  also  processes  of  de-

territorialization and transculturation. From this perspective, an area is not considered

a given entity, but a field of interaction and exchange between different actors. It is not

limited  to  a  concrete  physical  space,  but  has  a  variable  geometry.  The  concept  of
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entanglements aims to capture the geopolitical strategies of institutional actors as well

as economic interests, power asymmetries, and everyday experiences.12

15 At CIAS, researchers and scholars from the fields of history, sociology, political science,

theology,  Latin  American  studies,  American  studies,  literary  studies,  linguistics,

cultural studies and media studies from several faculties work together. The central

research fields include topics such as interculturality, coloniality and mediality. Since

2013, the BMBF-funded project "The Americas as Space of Entanglements" has been

part  of  the  Bielefeld  research  activities. An  interdisciplinary  journal  dedicated

specifically to the field of inter-American studies has been in existence since 2008: the

e-journal fiar:  forum for interamerican research.  The individual issues are dedicated to

specific  topics,  such  as  Identity  Politics  in  the  Americas  and  Beyond,  Theorizing

Hemispheric American Studies, Geopolitical Imaginaries in the Americas, Religion in

the Americas, or Migrations between Spaces in the Americas and Beyond. In recent

years,  several  handbooks  have  been  published  in  collaboration  with  scholars  from

Europe and the Americas,  presenting contributions on History and Society,  Political

Economy, and Culture and Media of the Americas.13
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